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CHOICE curriculum materials were developed at
Mid-Hudson Migrant Education Center and jointly
funded through Career Education Incentive Act,
CETA, and Chapter I, Section 143 in cooperation
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CHOICE development began in 1979 as a result of a study indicating
that, whereas migrant children and middle class youth had similar
career aspirations in the early grades, the career information,
nelf awareness and decision making skills available to migrant
children in the later primary school years were severely limited.
Although the development and overall design of the curriculum was
done with migrant youth in mind, use of the curriculum has been by
migrant and non-migrant youth. Funding for the development and
production of the materials has come from a variety of sources
including-CETAIthe Career Incentive Act, and Migrant Section
143. There would appear to be an overall need for the type of
information CHOICE provides on the part of both migra and non-
migrane youth. Therefore at present the intended audilelice would
be all of our school age youth (including high school dropouts).

The CHOICE curriculum is built on the three strands of career
education: (1) self awareness, (2) job and role information, and
(3) decision-making/goal attaining and is designed on two levels.
(The materials have been successfully used, however, in thwupper
primary ana lower secondary in a non-absolute fashion crossing
over the indicated level boundaries.)

The first level, Basic CHOICE, is for students in grades K
through 6. Each unit, 81-B7, includes: (1) a pre- post-test, (1)
a consumable student log, (3) a teacher log, and (4) a set of a
minimum of 20 activity folders.

The pre- post-tests for B1-84 are in picture format for the
student with an accompanying teacher administration guide which
indicates the exact wording for each question. The tests for 85-
87 are in a written format with an accompanying teacher
administration guide which indicates directions and the exact
wording for each question should the teacher decide to read the
questions to the students. Answer keys for all tests are available
and included with the basic set of CHOICE materials.

The consumable student 13g and accompanying teacher log contain
the Job and Role information for each unit. Each unit, B1-57
contains information from two of the U.S. Department of Labor
defined career clusters. Each log covers at least five
occupations of careers from each of the two clusters. The
student log contains worksheets related to language arts skills
using career related information. Worker stories in B1-84 are
found in the teacher loss and designed to be read to the
'tudents. Worker stories in 85-157 are contained in both the
student and teacher logs. The teacher logs contain ,all the student
log pages in addition to the stories, for B1-84, and additional
suggested activities and career related vocabulary, for 85-87.
All the teacher logs contain suggested answers to the student
exercises, but it is emphasized that any logical student answer
is to be accepted.

The activi.4'y tolders on each level are divided into three sets,
one for each of the career education strands: (1) self awareness,
(2) job and role information, and (3) decision-making/goal
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attaining. Each set of folders contains activities, stories,
poems, and game-type activities all designed to help the student
leaia about career education and himself or herself.

The Advanced level of ChOICE materials consists of three texts.
Again the organizational and developmental format was based on
the three strands of career education and the 15 career clusters.

The first of the three texts is OCCUPATIONAL RESOURCES. This is
the job and role information text. It contains 60 selections, four
from each of the 15 career clusters: uritten in story, cartoon,
interview, fact sheet, and poetry format. Each selection contains
information on the tasks, skills, training and tools necessary to
the career or occupation as well as the reading and mathematical
requirements for the job. Selection of the careers covered was
based on two factors. One, both entry level and advanced training
level jobs were chosen within each cluster. Two, actual
practicants of the job or occupation were interviewed as to
their tasks, skills, training and tools. After the selections
were written these same people were asked to review the stories
for accuracy. OCCUPATIONAL RESOURCES has been rewritten on both
the third and fifth grade reading levels as well as in the
original high school reading level. The information and technical
vocabulary has been maintained in Che third and fifth grade
reading levels but other parts of the stories, cartoons and
interviews have been adapted to make reading easier.

The second text of the Advanced matcrialc. is CAREER NOTES. This
volume contains the self awareness and decision-making/goal
attaining information. It is designed to be used in individual
sections depending on the need of th.!? student. Again various
formats have been used, including p',etry, cartoon, and game
activities to provide interest for the students. The sections
included in CAREER NOTES are described in the Overview booklet.

The third text of the Advanced materials is MISSION INFORMATION.
MISSION INFORMATION is !.....manual designed to accompany work
exploration and experiEhce programs. There are three sections;
they are designed to be used independently of each other. The
first is on interviewing a worker to cbtain information about
his/her job or career. The second is a 'shadowing" guide to lead
students Lhrough a worker shadow experience. The third section is
a guide to a work experience program. Each section leads the
student and teacher step by step through a discovery process. The
student learns where and how to Acquire information and how to
organize his/her self knowledge and job knowledge in order to
make effective decisions.

All of the Advanced materials are presently available in Spanish
as well as In English. The Basic materials are in the process ne
being prepared in Spanish. The Spanish editions are NOT direct
translations of the English: rather wt have tried to produce a
parallel version which makes sense in Spanish.
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B-4 Nursing Aide,

Nursing aides work in hospitals, nursing homes and health clinic**

Nursing cldes help take care of patients. They help with routine

care so that nurses have more time to give medical care to the

patients.

Nursing aides are responsible for helping feed patients. The

food comes to the hospital floors or halls on separate trays.

The trays are stacked on a special cart with wheels. The aides

take the trays from the cart and deliver the food to the patients.

They have to be very careful that each patient gets the correct

tray. Some patients are on special diets and have to have certain

foods. If they ate the food from the wrong tray, it could make

those patients ill. If a patient is very ill and cannot take

care of himself, one of the aides will feed him.

Nursing aides make sure that patients are as comfortable as

possible. They make sure the patients are bathed each day. They

make each patient's bed every morning so the patient has clean,

unwrinkled sheets on which to lie. Aides make sure the temperature

in each room is neither too hot nor too cold.

Patients in nursing homes live in the nursing homes for long

periods of time. Nursing aides help these patients in many ways.

They help the. patients out of bed in the morning and help them

get dressed. They actually dress patients who are unable to dress

themselves. They check everyone's temperature, to make sure that

no patient has a fever. They record each patient's temperature

on a chart or health record. if 4 patient cannot walk, the aide

lifts the patient into a wheel chair. If the patient is able,

he can move himself around the floor or hall in the wheel chair.

If the patient needs to go to another part of the nursing home

or hospital, the aide pushes the wheel chair for the patient.

Nursing aides are trained by the hospital, nursing home or clinic

where they will work. You need no special training to become a

nursing aide. When the hospital, nursing home, or clinic hires

people to become aides, the people attend a training course.

They may have classes and demonstrations
for several days. They

learn about the way the hospital wants things done. When the

people have had a few days of class training, they work with the

patients. For the first few days the new aide works beside an

experienced nursing aide. The experienced aide"watches the new

aide to see that everything is done properly.

Although nursing aides don't need special education, they do need

to he a special kind of person. Nursing aides must like working

with people. They must be able to he ('n their feet for lung

periods of time and be strong enough to Ilft pa,ients. Nurt;ing

aides are hard-working
people who like to help othert3.

(c7untinued on next page)



B-4 Nursing Aide (continued)
Classifying Tools

Nurses in hospitals or nursing homes use many different tools

to take care of patients. Some of the tools on your page are

nursing aides' tools; some are not. Circle those tools which

are used by nursing aides at work.

Clockwise from blankets: canoe, bathing supplies, food tray cart,

chart or record, yarn, wheelchair, recor6.-, thermometer.

COMMENTS:

ao
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B-4 Nursing Aide
Judging Relevance

Nursing Aides have many different jpbs to do at work. The

picture stories on your page show some of them. In each picture

story there is one picture which does not belong. Put an X on

that picture.

Listen as I read the title of the rirst story. The

feeds patients who cannot feed themselves. Now oo

Which picture does not belong in ihe picture story?

Put an X on the second picture.

Continue in the same manner for the follows stories:

2. The aide takes each patient's temperature and writes it on

the chart.

nurs+in aide
at t e pictures.
(second)

3. The aide makes sure that each patient is comfortable.

COMMENTS:

2T



B-4 Nursing Aide Judging Relvance

Read or listen to the title of each picture story. Fut an X on the picture
which dove not belong in each row.

The nursing aide feeds patients who cannot feed themselves.

2. The aide takes each patient's temperature and writes it on
the chart.

3. The aide makes sure that each patient is comfortable.
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B-4 Nursing Aide
Alphabetical Order

Some nursing aides work on patients' health records. Patient

health records are kept at the purse's station in ABC order.

When articles are put in ABC order they are in the same order

as the alphabet. This means that a wprd or name beginning with

"B" comes after a word beginning with "A". Using ABC order makes

locating records easier.

On your page near the top are two food tray carts. One cart is

labeled A-M; the other N-Z. On the lower part of the page are

several food trays with letters on them. Look at the letter on

each food tray. Draw 0 line from each food tray to the cart

where it should go.

Look at food tray number 1. What letter is on the food tray?

(S) Now look at the two food tray carts and their letters.

Does "S" come between "A" and *M"? (no) Does "S" come between

"N" and "Z"? (yes) Draw a line 'from the first food tray to the

cart marked "N-Z".

COMMENTS:

3T
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B-4 Nursing Aide

Nursing aides keep track of the amount of fluids
and milk - that are given to patients on special

day they write on the patient's chart the number
liquids he or she drank.

At the top of your page is a part of a patient's fluid chart

for the month of February. Along tilts bottom of the chart is a

line for each day in February. Along the side of the chart

are the numbers for ounces. Each day the aide follows the line

across from the correct number of ounces to where the line

crosses the date line. She puts a dot on the place where the

two lines cross. Then she connects the dot to yesterday's dot.

Now the aide can see at a glance the pattern of how much liquid

the patient is drinking.

Graphing

- water, juice
diets. Each
of ounces of

Part 1:

Look at the first problem on your pa"et. It says February 1.

Then there is a blank and the word ounces. This problem is

to find out from the chart how many ounces of liquid the

patient drank on February first.

Put your pencil on the line of the chart for February first..

Move your pencil upward along the line until you see the

dot. What number is on the line? (20) The patient drank

20 ounces of liquid on February first. Write 20 on the

blank line of your problem.

Continue in the same manner for remaining problems.

Part 2:

Now let's see if you can mark the chart like the nursing aide

does. Look at the first problem on the right side of your

page. It says March 1 - 12 ounces. Put a circle around

12 ounces on the chart. Now find March first on the bottom

of your chart. Move your pencil along the March first line

until you reach 12 ounces. Put a dot on the spot where the

two lines cross.

Continue in the same manner, directing students to connect dots

as they put them in.

"OMMENTS:
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B-4 Nursing Aide. Graphing/Charting

In Part 1 write the correct numeral on the line after looking at the chart. In

Part 2 use the problems to make a chart of the patient's liquid intake.

Part 1

3bruary 1 ---- ounces
Fen:nary 2

Ilebruaiy 3

February 4

Jebruary 6 SWAIM Is*mits

20

18

16

14

12

10

_
'1111\

. I

4 ,

.

, *

8

6

4

2

, ,

4

rel
1

A

1 2 4 5 1

Part 2
March 1: 12 ounces

March 2: 18 ounces

March 3: 10 01111C113

March 4: 16 ounces

ilittruil 20 ounces
4
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H -4 Sanitation Worker

Sanitation. workers are
worker*, who help keep cities or villages

clean. Some sanitation workers.userspeCial
mabhines to clean

city streets. Each moraing;befavortraffic becomes too heavy,

the sanitation worker'drives the
street weeper:over the

streets.

the street sweeper has a special brush that-sweeps papers and

dirt into a bin belOw the machine. At the Sane time, the machine

sprays a fine mist of water, which keeps the'dust'out of the air.

^4
,

Other sanitation workers pick up trash. They drive special

sanitation trucks. They wear gloves to protect their hands when

they pick up trash cans near homekand businesses. The sanitation

workers empty the trash cans into.the back of the truck. Then

the driver turns the switch to move the garbage toward the front

of the truck. A largo- metal plate pushes the garbage and squashes

it This allows roodifOr more. garbage to
be carried by the truck.

When the truck is full, the sanitation workeri.drive it, to a dump

or landfill. They empty the trash'into.:a pit by raising the

front of the truck's trash bin. Thee'trash slides or is pushed

out of the truck bin .into the pit. When the pit is nearly full,

another sanitation worker who works at the, landfill coverr the

pit with sand or gravel. He uses a bulldozer to push sand or'

gravel over the trash. This helps keep the landfill area cleaner.

Sanitation workers are usually hired by the cities or villages

where they work. It is important to have sanitation workers.

They keep our cities and villages clean. Keeping.our cities and

villages-clean helps prevent the spread of aicknesses and disease.

8-4 Sanitation Worker
Classifying Tools

Draw a circle around each tool used by sanitation workers at work.

Clockwise from bulldozer: arbage truck, puppet, .rash cans,

street sweeper, gloves, violin

COMMENTS
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8-4 Sanitation Worker
Alphabetizing

Put the sanitation tools in order. Look at the letters on the

tools. When the letters are in ABC order, the tools will be in

ABC order. In each row write 1, 2, 3 or 4'on the tools to

show what order they should be in

Look at the first row of bulldozers. What letters are written

on the bulldozers? (c, be r) Which letter comes first in ABC

order? (b) Write the numeral 1 on the *b" bulldozer because b

is thi first letter in this series. Which of these letters comes

next in ABC order? (c) What numeral will you write on this

bulldozer? (2) Write "2" on the "c* bulldozer.

Continue in the same manner for the remaining tools.

COMMENTS:



B-4 Sanitation Worker Alphabetizing

Put the tools in each row in alphabetical order by numbering 1 through 4 in the

boxes beneath the tools.
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0-4 Sanitation Worker
Modified Cloze

4;4111
The sanitation workers use different is as they work. You see

same of the tools on the bottom of your page. Each tool at the

bottom of the page has its name written beneath it.

Cach sentence at the top of the page is about sanitation workers.

Each sentence has a blank space where one of the tools will fit.

As I read the sentence to you, write the name of the correct tool

._in the blank space.

Now listen. The sanitation

protect their hands. Which

Write "gloves" on the blank

workers wear
to

tool goes in the blank? (gloves)

Continue in the same manner for the following sentences:

2. Sanitation workers empty (trash cans) left on the street.

3. Sanitation
workers put

trash in a (garbage truck).

4. The sanitation
worker at the landfill uses a (bulldozer) to

push gravel over the trash.

COMMENTS
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B-4 Sanitation Worker
Modified Cloze

Write in the blank the name of the tool which correctly completes the sentence.

1. The sanitation workers wear to

Protect their hands.

2. Sanitation workers emptY left on

the street.

3. Sanitation workers put trash in a

4. The sanitation worker uses a to push

gravel over trash at the landfill.

trash cans

garbage truck

gloves
bulldozer

OMR IL



8-4 Nursing Aide /Sanitation Worker Review

On your page are tools used by sanitation workers and nursing

aides. Write "8" in the circle by each tool, used by the sanitation

worker. Write "N" in the circle near each tool used by the

nursing aide.

COMMENTS :
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B-4 Nursing Aide/Sanitation Worker Review

Mirk an S in the circle near each tool used by sanitation workers. Mark
N in the circles near those tools used by nursing assistants.

11 A ihii.A6a1..



B-4 Mail Carrier

Mail carriers are workers who deliver mail to people at their

homes or businesses. Some people rent mailboxes in the Post Office

and go there to get their mail. Other people have mailboxes at

their homes or businesses. Mail carriers take mail to these

people every day.

Mail comes into the Post Office in large bags. Mail carriers

help sort the mail into the different routes. Each mail carrier

puts the mail for his route in a large leather bag. Mail carriers

sometimes carry the bags on their shoulders. Mail carriers with

very long routes put their bags on three-wheeled carts and push

them down the street. Each mail carrier has the same route every

day and takes mail to the same people. Mail carriers must make

sure that everyone' on their routes gets their own mail.

Some mail carriers work in the country where the distance between

houses is too far to walk. These mail carriers put their mail

bags in their cars and drive around their routes. Homes in the

country have mailboxes on the side of the road. The mail carriers

drive close to the mailboxes, open their car windows, then place

the mail in the mailboxes without getting out of their cars.

Mail carriers also pick up mail and take it 'Jack to the Post

Office. They stop at mailboxes which are placed on some corners

in cities. The mail carriers who pick up mail from these mailboxes

drive a special small truck or van. The steering wheel of the

truck is on the right hand side so when the mail carriers leave

the truck they step onto the sidewalk rather than into the street.

After they empty all of the mailboxes they drive the mail in their

trucks to the Post Office.

Mail carriers who work in the country also take mail to the Post

Office. When someone on a country route needs to mail something,

he puts the letter in his mailbox near the road. He raises a red

flag on the side of the mailbox to let the mail carrier know there

is something in the bc..x.

Mail carriers work very hard to make sure that people aet their
9

mail as quickly as possible. They carry heavy t,as of mail on

their routes in all kinds of weather.

B-4 Mail Carrier
ClassifyInq Tools

Draw a i r-(.71 f around t kr. !t?.1 .1 I ,trl 1 q. ::c kit v.T4 t ;.;

Clockwise from mailbox: saw, Ilivoz-y_12au, mall hot!, mill

mail box, mail trriiT, Par, !Apowae.

1 07
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8-4 Nail Carriers Classifying Tools

Draw a circle around each tool used by mail carriers at work.

10 26



8-4 Mail Carrier Reading Numbers

Mail carriers match addresses written on envelopes to addresses
on houses. Most mail carriers learn to read numbers quickly and
correctly. You are going to practice reading numbers written in
numerals and in words.

On your page are several mailboxes with the flags raised. On
each mailbox is a number written in words. At the top of the page
are several flags with numbers written in numerals. Match the
numerals to the.number words by writing the correct numeral on
the flag of each mailbox.

Look at the first flag. What number is written on it? (26)
Find the mailbox which says twenty-six at the bottom of the

page. Write the numeral 26 on the flag of the mailbox which
says twenty-six.

COMMENTS:



B-4 Mail Carrier Reading Numbers

Write each numeral on the flag&at the top of the page on the flags of the
mailboxes haying the same number.

628

9

102. [1,2611 1 54

88 14

one hundred two

)

eighty-eight

I

one thousand
two hundred
sixty-one

10

1

(=Ns\

fourteen nine hundred
twenty-six

ir

two thousand-

twotwo hundred
thirty-two

six hundred
twenty-eight

vagina. 11.0.1
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B-4 Mail Carrier
Alphabetical Order

Part of the mail carrier's job is to sort letters into categories.

The mail carrier is going to wort these letters in ABC order.

When the mail carrier sorts these letters, he will look at the

first letter of each name. The name which begins with the letter

closest to A goes first. Put the letters in each group in ABC

order by writing 1, 2 or 3 in the stamp.

Look at the first row of envelopes. Which name begins with the

letter closest to A? (Carlo) Put a 1 in the stamp of this letter

because it comes first in ABC order. Which name begins with the

letter which comes next in ABC order? (Hart) Put a 2 in the

stamp of this letter because it comes second in ABC order.

Continue in the same manner for the remaining items.

COMMENTS:

1121" 2,4



B-4 Mail Carrier

I 11

Number the letters in each row in alphabetical order by
writing the numerals 1, 2 pr 3 in the stamps cal the

OF

Alph3bitical Order

.1

Car!os

Ortiz

0
Mitchell

Sarda
0

Juarez

30

I a
Ha rt

Pitts

Ayala



B-4 Mail Carrier Sequencing Numbers

When mail carriers sort the mail they use the zip codes on letters
to tell where the letters will go. Sip codes are numbers with
five digits. It takes five numerals to make a zip code. Each

digit in the zip code tells something about where the letter should
go.

On your page are two columns of letters. Each letter has a zip
code written on it. In each column put the zip codes in order

from smallest-number-to o..largest -number. Write 1 on the stamp
of the letter with the first zip code; 2 on the next largest zip
code and so on.

COMMENTS:

1ST



fl-4 Nail Carrier

Put the envelopes in each column in
3 or 4 in the stamps of the letters
largest.

12463

20001
111.................1611.1wwwommm=1.1ME

1

12484

Sequencing Numbers

order by zip code. Write the numeral 1, 2
to arrange them in order of smallest to

is

43215
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8-4 Librarian

Librarians take care of the books and other materials kept in
libraries. Librarians go to college to learn the best ways to
manage a library.

Librarians see that everything in the library is in its proper
place. They learn a special system for numbering books, so that
books of the same kind are kept together. Librarians make sure
that books are put back on their proper shelves. Librarians write
all the book titles and their special numbers in a card catalog.
When people come into the library to borrow books, they use the
card catalog to see where the books are kept.

Librarians order new books and materialw for their libraries. In
order to know what materials to buy, the librarians must keep track
of new books as they are published. The librarians must also know
about the needs of the people who use their library. Knowing
the kinds of materials the peop4 like or need to use helps the
librarians know what types of books to buy.

Librarians help people learn to use the library. They show the
people where to find things and how to use the card catalogs.
They tell people about the many things libraries have. Some
libraries have records, tapes, and pictures that can be borrowed.

'Some librarians work in bookmobiles. Bookmobiles are
that are set up as libraries. Bookmobiles take books
who don't live near a library. Bookmobile librarians
the baokmobile to help people select books.

Some librarians work in-special libraries that serve a specific
group of people. For instance, some librarians work in hospitals.
They organize medical libraries with books, films and magazines on
subjects that doctors, nurses and other hospital workers would be

interested in. Other librarians work in law offices and organize
materials of interest to lawyers.

Librarians help us learn things. Because they keep libraries
organized, people have all kinds of books, magazines, films and
records to borrow and learn from. . Some librarians have special
reading hours for children, so they will enjoy learning to read.

4111. or buses
to people
travel with

B-4 Librarian Classifyinc mols

Dr..] a c rcle around cacti tool used by librarians at wotk.

Clockwise from book: 2enci1, shelves, whistle, lolukmobilc, flatwart,,
library card.

COMMENTS:

1 41'
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B-4 Librarian

Draw a circle around each tool used by librarians at work.

Classifying Tools

`ems

r- Ail
.4.4%.11

. .
11

-

L.)
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8-4 Librarian
Alphabetical Order

Librarians use ABC order when they put books on shelves. In many

cases they use the authors' or writers' names. The books are

on the shelves in ABC order of the authors' names. Librarians

also put cards in the card catalog in the same order.

Sometimes two or more authors will have names beginning with the

same letter. For instance, the names Barnes and Bell both begin

with the letter B. When two names begin with the same letter,

the librarian uses the second letter of the names to put them in

alphabetical order. Put the books in each row of your page in

ABC order by writing 1, 2, 3 or 4 on the books to show the order

they should be in.

Look at the first row of books on your page. The authors' names

are written on the books. All of the authors' names begin with

the letter B. What will we have to look at before we can put these

books in ABC order? (the second letter) Circle for underline)

the second letter in each author's name. Looking at the circled

(or underlined) letters, which circled for underlined) letter comes

first in ABC order? (a). Put the numeral 1 in the square on that

book, because Ba comes first in ABC order. Which circled (or

underlined) letter comes next in ABC order? (e) Write the numeral 2

in the square on this book because Be comes second in this ABC

order.

Continue in the same manner, directing students to circle or underline

the second letter in each word before alphabetizing.

COMMENTS:

1



B-4 Librarian

Circle the second letter in the words of each row. Put

using the second letter by writing the numerals 1, 2, 3

on the books in each row.

Alphabetical Order

the words in ABC order
or 4 in the squares

a

1

Nam.

n
Null

n

1

I



0-4 Librarian Alphabetical Order

Librarians enter all new books in the card catalog. The card
catalog is a cheat with many small drawers. In each drawer are
cards with book titles and authors written on them. The cards are
arranged in the drawers in ABC order. Each drawer is labeled
to show what cards are inside the drawer.

One catalog contain, cards for different subjects. For instance,
f if someone were interested in dogs, he would look in the card

I
catalog for d. When the person found the section about dogs, he
would also find a card for each book about dogs that the library

1

owns. The card would tell him the title, the author, and the
location of each book.

In many cases more than one subject card begins with the same two

1

letters. For instance, "cars", "cats", and "caps" all start with
the letters "ca". In this case, the librarian must look at the
third letter to put these words in Alp order. Arrange each row of

rr

cards on your page in ABC order by writing the numerals 1, 2 or
3 in the squares on the cards.

Look at the first row of cards. Circle (or underline) the third
letter in the word on each card. Which of the circled (or underlined)
letters should come first in ABC order? (n) Write the numeral 1
on this card becauf..1 "can" comes first in ABC order.

Continue in the same manner, directing students to circle. Coe
underline) the third letter before alphabetizing.

COMMENTS:

113T



B-4 Librarian Alphabetizing

Circle the third letter in the words in each row. Pm the words in ABC order
by writing the numerals 1. 2 or 3 on the cards to show the correct ABC order.

1, cap 1

"PPP

green i

__. /

... . P

tiger

0

.
.

candy

g rass

0

time

O 1

38

cats

1

grOW

4'

tire

6



B-4 Mail Carrier/Librarian
Review

In the circle near each tool print M if it is a tool used by

mail carriers, L for tools used by librarians.

COMMENTS:

A

17T



8-4 Mail Carrier/Librarian Review

In the circle near each tool print M if the tool is used by mail carriers; L

if the tool is used by librarians.



3-4 Fire Fighter

Fire fighters use special equipment~ to put out fires. When a
fire is reported, the fire fighters drive to the fire in a fire
truck. They hook hoses to fire hydrants and use pumps on the
fire truck to pump water through hoses to the fire. If the
fire is in a tall building, the fire fighters use ladders to get
to the upper stories. Sometimes they use axes to break down doors
so they can get to a fire inside a building.

Fire fighters are trained to work in teams to do certain jobs
quickly. when the fire truck gets to a fire, some fire'fighters
jump off and begin stretching the hoses from the truck to the
hydrant. while some fire fighters are hooking the hoses to the
hydrants, others are hooking hoses to the truck and spreading,
them toward the fire. These men will hold the hose when the
water comes out. The fire fighter at the end of the hose adjusts
the nozzle which controls how the water comes out. For some
fires a big stream of water is used; for others a fine spray.
At the same time other fire fighters are adjusting pumps on the
truck so the water will be pushed to the end of the hose.

While the fire truck and hoses are being prepared, other firemen
arrange ladders if they are needed. If people are inside the
burning building, the first job is to get them to safety. Fire
fighters are specially trained to help people get out of burning
buildings. They are also trained in first aid so they can help,
people who are hurt. Since fire fighters are usually the first
people at the scene of a fire, they must be able to help people
until an ambulance and a medical team arrive.

Fire fighters wear special clothing and equipment to protect
themselves. Most of their qlothi,ng is fire resistant and they
wear long coats, rubber booA/and hard hats so that they stay
dry. Fire fighters who work" inside a burning building wear
protective suits to keep the heat away from their bodies. They
also wear oxygen masks that allow them to breathe in the thickest
smoke.

Some fire fighters are fire inspectors. They check businesses
and public buildings to make sure that all of the fire safety
laws and 'rules are followed. They check fire extinguishers to
make sure the chemicals are not too old to work. Fire inspectors
check fire alarm boxes to see that they worY. p'-cTerly.

Fire fighters help people learn about fire prevention and safely.
They go to schools and nkighhorhood centers to tell people how to
make their homes fire safe. They show people how to Lit;Q fire
extinguisher.=. Fire fighters also show people what Oo if they
are in a Imrning building.

;con!inuo,! "k neXt



B-4 Fire Fighter (continued)

In,-Qitirs fire fighters live at tbe.fire house. They work in shifts,

so that one group will be on duty* for a day or two. When this

group goes off duty, another group comes on duty. At the fire

house the fire fighters take turns doing the cooking and cleaning.

There is a group of fire fighters at the firehouse at all times.

When fire fighters are at the firehouse, they take care of the

equipment. They make sure that the hoses are in good repair,

and are coiled properly after each use. They check the pumps and

the trucks, so they Will be ready the next time they are needed.

Each fire fighter is responsible for keeping his personal equipment

uniform, boots and coat - in good condition.

Fire fighters do very dangerous work. There is always the danger

of being hurt when working at a fire. People become fire fighters

because they like helping people. They do a real service for the

cities where they live.

B-4 Fire Fighter
Classifying Tools

Draw a circle around each tool used by fire fighters at work.

Clockwise from oxygen mask: ax, fan, hose, fire hat, alarm box,

fire extinguisher, nozzle, uniTorm, paint rush, ladder, hydrant.

COMMENTS:



R-4 Fire Fighter Classifying Tools

Draw a circle around each tool used by fire fighters at work.

18 43



B-4 Fire Fighters
True/False

The sentences on your page are about firefighters. Same of the

sentences are-true, same are not true. I will read the sentences

to you. If a sentence is true, write "TR in the fire hydrant

for that sentence. If the sentence is false or not true, write

an "Fm in the fire hydrant.

Follow along as I read sentence number one.

1. Fire fighters use ladders to .-each fires in tall buildings.

Is this a true sentence? (yes) Put a T in the fire hydrant by

sentence number one.

Continue in the same manner for the remaining sentences.

2. Fire fighters wear oxygen masks so people won't know who

they are. (F)

3. Fire fighters use hoses to spray water on the fire. (T)

4. Some fire fighters check buildings to make sure they are

fire safe. (T)

5. Fire fighters use a thermometer to see how hot the fire is.

(F)

6. A fire fighter only works when there is a fire to put out.

(F)

7. Fire fighters take care of equipment when they are not at

a fire. (T)

8. Fire fighters help people learn about fire safety. (T)

9. Fire fighters wear oxygen masks when they enter smoke-filled

buildings.

10. Fire fighters. use fire extinguishers to put out small fires. (F)

11. Fire fighters use umbrellas to keep dry at a fire. (F)



8-4 Fire Fighter
True/False

Read or listen to each sentence. Wtite T in the hydrant if the sentence if

True; F in the hydrant if the sentence is False.

Fire fighters use ladders to reach fires in'

tall buildings.

Fire fighters wear oxygen masks so people won't

2 know who they are,

3 Fire fighters use hoses to spray water on the fire,

-.----)--/

Some fire fighters check buildings to make sure

41 they nrP firP qnfp,

Fire fighters use a thermometcr to see how hot

the fire is,



A fire fighter only works when there is a fire

to pUt out.

Fire fighters take care of equipment when they

ore not at a fire.

.
Fire fighters help people learn about fire safety.

is

:1111
'A) &mull fifes,

A

Fire fighters wear oxygen masks when they enter

9 smoke-filled buildings.

Fire fighters use fire extinguishers to put out

11

Fire fighters use umbrellas to keep dry at a .fire.

20
46



8-4 Fire Fighter

Alphabetizing

Draw the route the fi hter will use to string his hose from

the fire hydrant to the burning building. Look at the two dots

labeled number 1. Which word comes first in ABC order? (arson

or the one on the right) Draw a line from the hose to the dot

that comes first in ABC order. Now look at the dots labeled

number 2.- Which of these words comes first in ABC order?

(fire or the one on the right) Draw a line from the first number

1 dot to the number 2 dot which comes first in ABC order.

Continue tracing the route by connecting the dots in each word

pair that come first/in ABC order.

COMENTS:

V



B-4 Fire Fighter Alphabetizing

Draw a line to connect the words in each series that come first in ABC order.



8-4 Police Officer

Police officers are responsible for the protection of people's

property and lives. Thly do many different jobs to look after

the well-being of the people in their city or community.

SOme police officers work as traffic officers. They stand at

busy corners and keep the cars and trucks moving in an organized

way. They, blow a whistle to get the attention of drivers. Officers

in patrol cars also 400p track of traffic. Patrol officers atop

cars whose drivers are speeding or are breaking some other traffic

law. The officerrites a ticketfor the driver, who will have to

pay a fine or go to court. Police officers are frequently called

U. traffic accidents. They call for an ambulance if it is needed,

write reports of how the accident happened and make sure that other

traffic in the area moves evenly.

Police officers investigate or look into crimes. If a house is

broken into, the police officers go to the house and talk to the

people who own the house. They write a report about what happened

and look for clues about who broke in. They may work on the case

for several weeks. When the officers find the person they suspect

of having broken in, they arrest the person.

When police officers work at the police station, they do office

work. Some answer telephone calls from people who need help.

Others file reports'of crimes and investigations. A police officer

called a dispatcher calls patrol officers on their car radios to

tell them where they are needed.

Police officers are often called to help in emergencies like fires

or floods. They help rescue people in dangerous situations. They

are trained in first aid, so they can help people who are sick or

injured. They help to keep crowds of on-lookers out of the way,

so that fire fighters or rescue workers can do their jobs better.

When police officers are on duty in these types Of situations, they

use walkie-talkies or two-way radios to talk to each other. In

emergencies it is important that all the officers know where the

others are and what they are doing.

Police officers wear special uniforms so that everyone knows who

they are. They wear or carry badges with their names and identifica-

tion numbers. Police officers carry handcuffs. When a person is

arrested, the handcuffs keep him from using his hands. Police

officers carry guns. There are very strict rules about when they

are allowed to use the guns. Officers who are patroliing streets

at night carry flashlights.

Police officers receive training in how to do their jobs. They

all learn about laws, guns and other firearms, and how to handle

an .2ccident or a crime. Some otticers work (mly at the p:Alcv

station; c:thers work on the streets, watching for crimes or pooplv

needing help. Some officers ride in patrol cars, others on

motorcycles. A few police officers ride on horses and patrol parks

and other areas where patrol cars cannot 90.

221 4d



H-4 Police Officer (continued) ,

Policemen do lots of different jobs, but all must be ready to °

act quickly in an emergency. They must be alert to see some

situations bawls they happen. Their work is very dangerous,

because they have to deal with all kinds of people in different

situations. Some of the people they see are very upset and may

be very frightened. Police officers have to learn to handle all

types of situations calmly.

8-4 Police Officer
Classifying Tools

Draw a circle around each too]\used by police officers at work.

Clockwise from handcuffs: pot;I:trol car, ticket pad, uniform,

flashlight, gun, walkie-talkie, dye. bammer, clipboard, Whistle

COMMENTS:

r



B-4 Police Officer
Classifying Tools

Draw a circle around each tool used by police officers at work.

1

1

1
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B-4 Police Officer Alphabetical Order

Part of a police officer's job is to write reports of crimes and
investigations he is working on. When the reports are written,
the police officer files them in ABC order. He uses the last names
of the cars' owners to file the reports in ABC order in large
metal file cabinets.

The file cabinets in the upper left corner of your page hold the
reports about stolen oars. Each of the drawers in the cabinets
is labeled with the letters of the alphabet filed in that drawer.
For instance, the first drawer is labeled A. All of the reports
of cars stolen from people whose last names begin with A are stored
in this drawer. Since there are so many B files, they are stored
in two drawers. Those names beginning with letters Bay through Bo
are in drawer number 2; the rest of the Bs in drawer 3. Since
there are fewer names beginning with E, F, and Go all of the names
beginning with those letters are in drawer number 5..

Each of the cars and trucks on your page has been found by the
police officers. The name near each car or truck is the name of
the owner. The officer must find the report for each car before
he returns the car to its owner. Help the officer find the report
for each car and truck. Write the number of the file drawer where
he would find the report on the line beside each car.

COMMENTS:

23T
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B-4 Police Officer
Alphabetical Order

On the line beside each name print the number of the tile drawer where the

file with that name is kept.

A
4

Co- El
7 13

0r0

2 .
Ba- Ro

3
Br -Cl

5
E- G M

11

R

H K
9

N
12

S

14
U

15
X -Z

...NIMMI,

---41.

0

23 nrm.
53 Doi tio;

I
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B-4 Police Officer Inference

Police officers use many different ways to get around the city.
Different kinds of vehicles are best for different kinds of police
work. The pictures on your page show some of the ways police
officers move around the city. I will read some stories to you.
When you see the picture that shows the best kind of transportation
for the police officers in the story, write the number of the
story in the corner box of the picture.

Now listen to the first story.

1. Police officers who patrol areas with heavy traffic need
something that travels fast and is small enough to move in
and out of traffic quickly.

Which picture shows the best type of transportation for these
police officers? (motorcycle) Write the number 1 in the corner
of the box which shows the motorcycle.

2. Sometimes police officers bring very sick people from one
city to a hospital in another city. They have to move the
people as quickly as possible. (helicopter)

3. Some police officers who live near large bodies of water
must catch criminals who are escaping across the water.
(police boat)

4. Police officers must stop cars whose drivers are speeding.
They need passenger space to transport prisoners. (patrol car)

5. Some officers patrol
traffic. They check
when they should be.
in the neighborhood.

neighborhoods. They keep track of
business doors to see if they are locked
They look closely at what is going on
(foot patrol)

6. Some police officers patrol parks and neighborhoods that are
too large to walk through. They need transportation that can
go places where patrol cars and motorcycles are not allowed.
(mounted police) 1

24T
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B-4 Pol!co Officer
Inference

Write the numhpr of the story in the corner box of the picture which shows

the best kind of transportation for that situation.

MIW

" II 1 Ira .
. .

h 4

24



B-4 Service Cluster Review

The workers in the service cluster help us in many ways. They

do many jobs for us that we can't 40 alone.

On your pages are pictures of the service workers. Draw a line

from each worker to the situation where that worker would help.

Then draw a line from the situation to the tools the worker would

use.

Look at the first wokker. This is the nursing aide. What situation

would she be of help in? (person in hospital bed) Draw a line from

the aide to the sick person. What tools might the aide use?

(thermometer, wheelchair, chart) Draw a line from the sick person

to the nursing aide's tools.

Continues in similar manner.

COMENTS:

25T



13-4 Service

Draw a line
draw a line

cluster Review

from each worker to the situation In which he/she works. Then

from the situation to the tools that worker uses.

DUCT Mt,/ P I t Jul ruwi ;Iv hitttuLL
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8-4 Gardener

Gardeners are workers who grow plants. Some gardeners learn

about plants and how to grow them by going to special agricultural

colleges. Other gardeners learn by working with experienced

gardeners.

Gardeners learn about different plants and how to grow them.

They know which plants need sun and which need shade; which need

'lots of water and which grdw in dry soil. They know which grow

only inside. They know which plants grow from bulbs and which

tram seeZa. Cardenera know which plants grow best in different

parts of the country.

Some gardeners work in nurseries, growing flowers, shrubs and

trees for other people to buy. They plant the seeds and bulbs in

trays of soil called flats. When the plants, shrubs or trees are

large enough, people buy them to plant at their homes. The

gardeners will help their customers by telling them how to plant

and take care of the plants.

Other gardeners work in parks and public gardens. They take care

of the lawns, flowers, shrubs and trees. These gardeners test

the soil to see which plants will grow best. They use spades and

rakes to prepare the soil for planting. As the gardeners put the

plants into the soil, they fut fertilizer around the plants to

help them grow. As the plants growl weeds come up between them.

Gardeners use hoes to cut off the weeds. Sometimes they cover

the ground around the plants with wood chips or pebbles, so the

weeds can't grow. While the plants are growing, they need a lot

of care. The gardeners use hoses to water the plants. They spray

the plants with insecticides to kill the bugs that try to eat the

plants. The gardeners also take care of the lawns and trees.

They use lawn mowers to keep the grass cut neatly. Gardeners use

pruning shears to cut the dead limbs from trees and shrubs.

Gardeners spend a lot of time outdoors. They enjoy working with

plants. Gardeners help make our world more pleasant by growing

trees and flowers.

8-4 Gardener
Classifying Tools

Draw a circle around each tool that is used by gardeners at work.

Clockwise from spade: pruniny slv.ars, in buibs

no :;c, 1:twn mower, plant:3 trowe1, rake noe.

rOMMENTS: 27T



B-4 Gardener Classifying Tools

Draw a circle around each tool that is used by gardeners at work.



P

r

a -4 Gardener
Root words/Ending er

Just as plants grow, so do rds. Often we add endings to words

to make them mean something ifferent. lo cir Ilystance, a garden is\11107

a place to grow flowers or vegetables. To garden means to tend or

take care of the vegetables or flowers. A gardener is a person

who tends or takes care of the vegetables.

In the word *gardener",
'garden"' is the root word. The part that

says 'er' is the ending which means person who. It is spelled "or".

A gardener is a parson who gardens. We add "er" to the ends of

words w make them mean a person who" does something.

"Er" is also added to words to make them mean a thing that does

something. For instance, a mower is a thing that mows; a tiller

is a thing that tills the soil.

The plant on your page is the ER Flower. it is special because

it also grows words. Near the bottom of the page are the roots

of the plants. On each root is written a root word. Add "er"

to each root word, and write each new word on the leaf of the

plant having the same number.

COMMENTS:



I

B-4.Cardener
Rnot Words/Ending er

Add er to each root word and write each new word on the leaf having the same

number.



;

8-4 Gardener Root Words/Ending er

TO make plants, especially fruit trees grow better, gardeners

prune them. Pruning means cutting off some of the branches,

so that the rest of the branches will grow in a certain way.

Pruning is done at special times of the year, usuanrafter the
fruit has been harvested. Gardeners use pruning shalt* to cut

back the limbs of trees.

Sometimes we have to "prune" words before we add endings to them.

Usually, when a root word ends with e, we *prune" or drop the

"le" before we add an ending.

All of the root words on your puye ei &d with e. In each word, cross

off the final e, add er to the word, then write the new word on

the line beside the root word. The first one is done for you as

an example.

COMMENTS:

291'



R-4 Gardener
Root Words/Ending er

In each word cross out the final e, add er, and write the new word on the line.

Sample : prun/ er = pruner

1. ruke

2. spade

3. move +

4, fertilize +

5. ride +

6, erase 4-

7, race +

8, drive + =

9. file +

2 10. whistle +

64



B-4
Sequencing

Gardeners do their different jobs in a certain order to make

plants grow well. The pictures on your page show some of the

jobs a gardener does. Each picture has a title, telling about

the picture. Put the pictures in order by writing the numbers

1,2,3,4,5 or 6 in the corner box of each picture.

Which picture shows the gardener doing the first job? (Preparing

the Soil) Write the number I in the corner box of this picture

because it is the job which has to be done first.

CulAtinuc in ttu,* game manner for:

2. Planting the Seeds

3. Covering the Seels with Soil

4. Watering the Soil

5. Hoeing the Weeds

6. Picking the Fruit

30T
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B-4 Gardener Sequence

Put the pictUrea in order by writing the numbers 1,2,3,4,5 and 6 in the corner

boxes.

Preparing the Soil
4

Hoeing the Weeds

Picking the Fruit

e.

Planting the Seeds

Watering the Soil

Covering the Seeds with Soil

sow -"6"7--.



8-4 Farmer

Although everyone needs food, nrt everyone has the room or the
skills needed to grow their own food. Farmers grow food for those
who cannot grow it for themselves. Same farmers go to agricultural
colleges to learn the best way to farm. Other farmers learn from
working on a farm or by growing up on a farm. Farmers work very

long hours. They spend a lot of time out of doors. Most farmers
enjoy the work because they are their own bosses.

Some farmers work on dairy farms. Dairy farmers raise cows that

give us milk. Dairy farmers spend a lot of their time caring
for the cows or livestock. They must feed the cows special grain
in order to get good milk. Twice a day the farmers must bring the
cows into the barn to be: milked. The farmers hook milking machines
Lc, Lhe cows. The milking machines pump the milk from the cows

into a large tank. Every day a special truck comes to the farm.
It takes the milk to a dairy where it is processed.

Dairy farmers also grow some of the food the cows eat. They grow

hay in large fields. Each summer the farmers use a hay mower to
cut the hay. When the hay is cut, it is raked by machine. A hay
baler presses the hay into bales. The bales are stored in the
hay mow of the barn. In the winter, the farmers feed the hay to

the cows. Dairy farmers also grow corn which is chopped and stored

in silos.

Other farmers raise other kinds of animals or livestock. Some
farmers raise pigs; some chickens; and some sheep. All livestock
farmers know about feeding and caring for their animals. They buy
special feed that comes in burlap bags. Each type of animal has
different needs, so feed is mixed for each kind of animal.

Some farmers grow vegetables on truck farms. The farms are called

truck farms because the vegetables are trucked into cities. Most

truck farms specialize in raising one or two kinds of vegetables,
so they don't need to buy special equipment for each different

vegetable. Vegetable farmers use tractors to pull plows and discs
to break up the soil. As the vegetable plants grow, the farmers

spray them with insecticides to kill the bugs that eat plants.

When the vegetables are ripe, they are harvested or picked. Some

of the vegetables are sold to supermarkets. Some vegetables are sold

to freezing or canning factories.

P.tirs work v(ry hard to make. sure /hot i-vory:1)c ha:; a vaticiy

of foods 4o eat.

3 111'
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8-4 Farmer

Classifying
Tools

Draw a circle around each tool used by farmers at work.

Clockwise from cowtchicken(poultry,livestock):

barn, vegetables,

tractor, helmet, milking machine, menu, feedphay

COMMENTS:
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B-4 Farmer

I

sr

Root Words/lending "ing

Farmers use many pieces of heavy equipment to help them with their

work. They use plows to turn over the soil, discs to break up

the clods of dirt, planters to plant seeds: and harvesters to

harvest the crop.

many c%f those: machines are pulled by a farm tractor. The farmer

drives the tractor, which pulls the plow or disc through Uwe fields.

The tractors on your page each have a root word written on them.

These root words'are special because they have short vowels followed

by single consonants. Before adding any ending you must double

or repeat the final consonant.

Look at the first root word, on the tractor. It says "pet". We

are going to add "ing" to pet. The "ing" is written on the trailer

hitch between the tractor and the hay wagon. That is the final

letter in pet? (t). What do we have to do to the "t" before we

add the ending? (double or repeat it) Write "t" on the tractor

wheel so you will remember to repeat it. Now write the whole word

"petting" on the hay wagon.

Continue in a similar manner with the remaining items.

COMMENTS

32T



8-4 Farmer
Root Words/Ending -ing

Add -ing to the words on each tractor. Write the letter which must be repeated,
on the tractor wheel. Write the new word on the hay wagon.

32
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B-4 Farmer

Endings

Drew a line from the word on each hay bale to the barn with the

rule you would use for adding endings. If the word needs to have

the final consonant repeated, draw a line to the barn that says

"repeat final consonant".
If the word needs to have the final e

drcppe 'i: draw a line to the barn that says "drop final e".

COMMENTS :

34T



-4 Farmer Endings
AA

Draw a line from the word on each hay bale to the barn with the correct rule.

34
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1-2 Farmer
Drawing/Self Expression

Draw a picture of your favorite farm animal.

35T



B-2 Farmer
Drawing/Self Expression

Draw a picture of your favorite farm animal.

a.
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8-4 Farmer

Main Idea

The pictures on your page show some of the different jobs that

farmers do. As I read the titles for the pictures, write the

number of each title in the corner square of the picture it tells

about.

1. Plowing the Field

2. Feeding the Chickens

3. Collecting Eggs

4. Feeding the Cows

5. Cutting the Hay

6. Milking the Cows

7. Cleaning the Barn

S. Repairing the Tractor

Underline the root word in the first word of each title.

COMMENTS:

36T
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8-4 Farmer Main Idea

Print the number of each title in the corner square of the picture it tells
about. Underline the root word in the first word of each title.

1. Plowing the Field

2. Feeding the Chickens

3. Collecting Eggs

4. Feeding the Cows

311' 78



5. Cutting the Hav

6 Milking the Cows

7. Cleaning the Barn

8. Repairing the Tractor

37
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B-4 Fanner/Gardener
Review

in the circle near each tool, print G for tools used by gardeners,

F for tools used by farmers
and FG for tools used by farmers and

gardeners.

COMMENTS:

38?
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In the circle near each tool print C If the tool is used by gardeners, F for
tools used by farmers, and FC for tools used by farmers and gardeners.

81



B-4 Loggers

Loggers are workers who cut trees. Lumber companies hire loggers
to cut trees that are made into boards and other building materials.
Paper companies hire loggers to cut trees that are made into paper
and paper products. Lumber and paper companies own thousands of
acres of forest, but they gut only a small portion each year.
While loggers are working, they live in logging campu near the area
of the forest where they are cutting.

Loggers use four wheel drive trucks or jeeps to move over the rough
ruatib wheLe they work. When they get Lo Lhe 4LU4 in which they
are going to cut, the trees have already been marked. The marks
tell the loggers which trees to cut. Usually, they cut only
healthy trees that have reached a certain size.

Loggers use chain saws to cut trees and trim off branches. They
cut notches in the base of the tree with the chain saw. By cutting
notches in the tree trunk, the loggers can make the tree fall in
any direction. Although loggers carry axes, they are not used
often.

When the trees are on the ground, chains are hooked around them.
A log skidder picks up the chain, lifting one end of the log and
drags it clear of the cutting area. Loggers then cut the trees
into eight foot lengths. A large hook is used to put the logs on
lumber trucks, which haul the logs to sawmills where the logs are
cut into lumber. Some logs are taken to pulp mills, where they
are made into paper and cardboard.

Loggers wear hard hats to protect their heads from falling branches.
They wear heavy leather boots with steel toes to protect their feet.
Loggers use a special belt to help them climb trees. They loop
the holt around the tree and around their waists. They slide the
belt up the tree trunk as far as it will go. Then the loggers lean
back against the tree and move their feet up the trunk. When they
are nearly level with the belt on the tree, they flip it farther
up the tree trunk. As long as the belt is kept tight, it won't
slip down.

Logging is a difficult job. Loggers work outside in all kinds of
weather. They climb to high places and there is always the danger
of falling. They must learn to use chain saws carefully to avoid
hurting themselves and others. They do dangerous work to provide
lumber and paper products.

39T



8-4 Loggers

Classifying Tools

Draw a circle around each tool used by loggers at work.

Clockwise from hard hat: chain 'saw, cash register, ee

sponge, log skiaaii7W, costume, log truck, steel to ts,

chain &boa, clitaADD221t.

COMMENTS:



11-4 Logger

Draw a circle around each tool used by loggers at work.

Classifying Tools
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R-4 Logger

Root Words/Endings

On each log on your page is a word made from a root and an ending.

On the first blank following the word, write the root word.

Remember, that some
root words were changed before the endings were

added. You may have to add the dropped e to write the root word

or you may havc to drop a final consonant for those root words that

needed doubled final consonants.
On the second line write the

ending that was added to the root word.

COMMENTS://

40T
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B-4 Logger Root Words/Endings

Look at the words wLilien uu tLe logs, Wtitc Lite Loos_ word oo tits lioe

following each log. Write the ending on the second line following the log.

2 tins

ROOT WORD ENDING

6 Tpruning

7 climbing

40
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B-4 Logger Sequence

Put the pictures oZ loggers'at work in the order they happen. The
titles will tell you what each picture is about, Write 1 in the
corner box of the piOture which comes first; 2 in the second
picture, and so on. (Read titles if necessary)

1. Trimming Large Branches

2. Cutting the Tree

,3. Trimming Small Branches

4. Skidding the Logs

5. Cutting the Logs to Length

6, Loading the Logs.

COMMENTS:
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B-4 Logger Sequerce

Put the ictures in order by writing the numbers 1,444,59 and 6 in the corner

\boxes of the pictures.

Cutting the Tree

44.ei Tearer!

Trimming Small .erv..nc-hte5 42
a II 1 ri 401.4 4S" a

Cutting the Logs to Length

Trimminda T.Av-uo FirAnfqyaQ
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B-4 Logger
Root Words/Syllables

When words with endings are divided into syllables, they are

divided between the root word and the ending. Divide the words

on your page by "sawing" the logs between the syllables. Draw

a line between the root word and the ending of each word. The

first two have been done as examples.

COMMENTS:

43T
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b-4 Lugger
Root Words/Syllables

Draw a line between the root word and the ending of each, word to divide the

wind tort) syllable!,

Example:



'PO
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8-4 Miner

Miners are workers who remove minerals such as coal, iron, and

copper from the ground. Once an underground deposit of minerals

is found, miners begin separating the mineral from the rock around

it.

Each day miners trawl on an elevator down a shaft to the level

where the work is going on. At the bottom of the shaft are tunnels

running in many directions. In each tunnel miners are working to

remove minerals .from the surrounding rock.

Some miners use explosives like dynamite to break up the rock.

A special drill is used to drill holes far into the rock. Dynamite

is pushed into each hole. When the dynamite explodes, the rock

is broken into smaller pieces. Miners may break these rocks into

smaller pieces by using heavy hammers and chisels. The mineral

ore is shoveled onto tram cars which move on tracks. The trams

are like small railroad cars which move through the mine tunnels.

They carry the ore to the surface of the mine. Once out of the

ground, the ore is processed to remove the remaining bits of rock

and other material.

Miners wear heavy clothing to protect their bodies. They wear

hard hats to protect their heads from falling rock. The hard hats

have special lights on the front of them. These lights allow the

miners to see into the darkness without having to carry a lantern.

They need both hands free in order to do their work properly.

Many miners carry walkie-talkies so they can talk to other miners.

It is important that everyone knows when and in what tunnel explosives

will be used.

Sometimes water seeps into the tunnels from the surrounding rock.

Miners use pumps to force the water from the tunnels. At the same

time, other pumps force fresh air into the tunnels so the miners

can breathe easily.

Since miners work underground, their work is dangerous. Sometimes

explosives don't work properly and tunnels collapse. Often there

are gd5Ub in the tunnels which ca.n hdrm the miners. Miners are
often by doctors to see that they are in good physical

condition.

Mining is hard physical work. Miners work long days in unO.yrqround

tunnels. Their work is very important because it piovld, the

raw materials needed to keep factories running.

44T 92



B-4 Miner

Classifying Tools

Draw a circle around each tool used by miners at work.

Clockwise from tram: two way radio, hammer, pan, boots, miner's hat,

dynamite, whistri."7
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It-4 Miner

Draw a circle around each too ed by miners at work.

Classitying Tools

44 94



8-4 Miner

Endings

Miners use trams which
travel on tracks to take ore from the

mine. Each tunnel
has a set of tracks similar to railroad

tracks.

Before mines became mechanized
small ponies were used to pull the

trams from the tunnels.
The ponies were bred to be smell enough

to go into the tunnels,
yet strong enough to pull the heavy trams.

Now that mines are mechanized, ponies
are no longer needed.

Each of the trams on your page has a root word on it. The tunnels

at the top of your page show the rules for adding endings to the

root words. On each tram write the number of the tunnel which has

the rule you would use for adding an ending to that word. Use the

rule to add the ending
"ern to each word. Write the new word on

the tram track beside each tram.

COMMENTS:

45T
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N-4 Miner
nnaings

On each tram write the number of the rule used to add an ending to that root

word. Add the ending and write the new word on the tram track.
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-4 Miner

Mineral Jumble

Minerals are the subs 410013 taken from the groulnd by miners. Some

minerals are metals .4koa iron and gold. Other inerals are precious

stones like diaeon a and emeralds, which are u 0 in making jewelry.

The words writte on the miners' hats are all mi ed up. Rearrange

the letters in ach word to find things that are mined. 'Write each

word on the line near each miner's hat.

COMMITS:

47T



B-4 Miner Mineral Jumble

Unscramble the word on each miner's hat and write the name of the mineral on

the line near the hat.

IFIEsommommommollIgnimiumanlimmosolingINIMIi
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FOREST RANGERS

Forest rangers help protect forests on public lands. They are

hired by governments to protect the trees in national and state

parks and forest preserves. Since the forests arc used by many

people, the forest rangers make sure that the, trees are protected.

Forest rangers help plan and take care of hiking trails in public

forests. They decide what are the beat routes to follow. They

patrol hiking trails to make sure they are clear and safe. Forest

rangers,set up sign-in stations near the starting points of hiking

trails. Hikers are asked to sign their names and write the date

and time that they are hiking. If someone becomes lost or hurt,

this helps the rangers locate the area in which the hiker entered

the forest.

Forest rangers help locate and rescue hikers who are hurt or lost.

They are trained in woodsmanship, survival, and mountain climbing,

so they are capable of rescuing hikers in any kind of area. Often,

they are called upon to help search for airplanes that have crashed

in wooded areas or state and national parks. Forest rangers are

trained in all kinds of first aid, so they know how to help people

who are hurt.

Forest rangers try to protect forests from fires. Same work in

towers built in the forest. The towers are built in high places,

so the rangers can see in any direction. When they see smoke, they

call in other rangers to help fight the fire. In very remote

places, the rangers are brought to the fire bu helicopter.

Forest rangers are taught the special ways to fight forest fires.

They use chain saws and bulldozers to clear areas of the forest,

so the fire won't spread. Fighting a forest fire is dangerous and

hard work.

Forest rangers try to prevent forest fires by talking to school

and community groups. They explain how forest fires start and

what people can do to help prevent them. They keep track of weather

conditions during the forest fire season, and close the forest

to hikers and campers if the forest is very dry.

Forest rangers are officers of the law. Like policemen, they carry

guns and cab arrest people who are breaking laws. They arrest people

who are littering or cutting down trees in forest preserves. Forest

rangers enforce the'laws so that everyone can enjoy the forests.

Forest rangers use a variety of tools for,the different jobs they

do. Most drive 4-wheel drive trucks to carry equipment used to fight

forest fires. They carry chain saws, axes, rakes, shovels, .end

Indian back packs. Indian back packs are tanks the rangers wear

on their backs. The tanks are filled with water, which drains through

a small hose. The ranger3 use walkie-talkies to talk tr, ea01 other.

In the winter, rangers use snowmobiles to patrol the Lratis. They

use binoculars to see smoke from great di..tances. 'gingers use

tree paint to spray tree trunks around the boundaries of the forest.

This lets everyone know when they are moving onto pubiir forest land.

49T
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R-4 Forest.Ranger (continued)

Forest rangers do important work in protecting our forests and

putting out forest fires. Perhaps one of the most important jobs

J,helping other people learn how not to start forest fires.

R-4 Forest Ranger
Classifying Tools

Draw a circle around each tool used by forest rangers at work.

Clockwise from fire tower: Indian back pack, broom, 4-wheel drive

truck, che.n saw, ax, rake, crayon, binoculars, shoveT7----------

COMMENTS:



1-4 Forest Ranger Classifying Tools

Draw a circle around each tool used by forest rangers at work.
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B-4 Forest Ranger Comparatives

Forest rangers look at trees to compare them. One tree might be

taller than another, one may be thinner than another. Wo two

trees are exactly alike.

When we compare two things, we add wee to the describing word

to make words like smaller, taller and wider.

The trees on your page each have a describing word or adjective

written on them: Add "erg to each word and write the new word

on the line near that tree. Remember about dropping final nees

and doubling some final consonants.

COMENTS:
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B-4 Ibrest Ranger Comparatives

Add "et" to the vord written on each tree.and write the new word on the lAne ,

beside that tree.

1
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8-4 Forest Ranger
Comparatives'' -Jar

When we add "sr" to word* emoting in a consonant 47, we must change

th, y to i before adding Wee. On the campfires on your page are

words endiwif in a consonant and -T. the y to i and add

"se. Write the naw WOO PP ths lino be ow the campfire.
I ,

COWIE:NTS:

52T



8-4 Forest Ranger Comparatives

Add -er to the words written on the fires and write the new word on the lines.
Don't forget to change the y to i before adding -er to the words.

2..

cloudy

_sandy

rocky

e

5..

ci

rainy

116
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5-4 Fore0.: Ranger
Inference/Main Idea

Forest rasigisie do many different jobs. Listen to each story and

write thetnimber of the story in the corner box of the picture it

describes.

1. Forest rangers mark public trails frr hikeri.

2. Forest rangers watch for forest fires.

3. Forest rangers put out forest 4res.

4 Forest rangers search for lost hikers.

5. Foreit rangers use first aid for'injured hikers.

6. Forest rangers show school and community groups how to prevent

forest fires.

COMMENTS:

tots
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B-6 Forest Ranger Inference/Main Idea

Listen and write the number of each story in the corner box of(tile picture

it tells about.

53 110
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B-4 Logger/Forest Ranger Review

Listen to or reed the sentence by each circle. If the sentence

tells about loggers, write L in the circle near that sentence.

If the sentence tells about forest rangers, write F in the circle.

If the sentence tells about both workers, write LF in the circle.

1. This worker searches for lost hikers. (F)

2. This worker 'climbs trees and cuts off the large branches. (L)

3,

4.

5.

6.

7.

B.

9.

This worker

This worker

This worker

This worker

spends much of his time in the forest. (FL)

uses a chain saw in his work. (FL)

uses a log skidder at work. (L)

helps injured bikers. (F)

This worker wears a special belt to help him climb trees. IL)

This worker is anlafficer of the law. (F)

This worker uses a four-wheel drive truck to get through

the forest. (FL)

CONMENTS;

54T
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B-4 Logger/Forest Ranger Review

This worker searches for lost hikers.

This worker climbs trees `and cuts off the large branches,

This worker spelds much of his time in the forest.
r

This worker uses a chain saw in his work.

This worker uses a log skidder at work.

This worker helps injured hikers.

This worker wears a special belt to helm him climb trees.

This worker is an officer of the law.

9.
This worker uses a four-wheel drive truck to get through

the forest. J
54 112



8-4 Agribusiness Review

ftaw.4 line.froM each worker to the tools used by that worker.

Than draw 4 line from the tools to the place where that worker

works.

COMMITS:

55T



B-4 Agribusiness Review

IDraw a line from each worker to . tools used by that worker. Then draw a

line from the tools to the place where that worker works.
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B 4 Pre Post

Treatment

Date Control

Please Print

Name
Last name First name Middle initial

School. Town

Age. Sex: Male Female ..._

Reading level. Instrument



20. This picture shows a forest that has been
damaged by tire. Pepple in a nearby cgmmunItY
have the goal of replanting the burnt wrest.
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19. In this picture, a child has finished his

igrrk
hour befgre pedtime. He values

etting rocks a looking at color pictures.

What loll the child most
tt before

X'

.1

,a b. play
yt rocks cards with

aminerals his brother

choose to
:Patit...,a: "

0 watch
"special Bata*.

lo
Pr ognms
color TV

on
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18, This picture shows a health clip c 'worker.
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17. The child in this picture is picking UPtrash.

.,

Whichmrkers.jksistt
task of %MaimAr
Picture of the

a. miner

700J.Cl ikleettlevP.-t"
4c .o-b1p6Xdikiltlit

youlimose:

b. polls:ie.
officer c. sailtation:"

worker
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16. This picture shows some binoculars
trail maps.

,

Which. workerAs most ikely to use binoculars
a .on: the job?. Put a big on the
Picture o the:.yorker you dhoose.

a. forest?
ranger

b. mall
carrier

c. police
officer
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15. This is a picture of some grooming brushes.

Which worker is most likely to use grooming
brushes on the Job? Put a tig X on the picture
of the worker you choose.

a. health b. horse c. sanitation
clinic worker farmer worker

122 BEST COPY AVAILABLE



14. The child in this picture is reading to
her younger sister.

Which worker's Job is most' likely to' include
the task of reading. to children? Put a big X

on the, pkcture othe worker you Choose.
f.,014;n:

f4,4S

a. .health
clinic worker b, librarian c. mail carrier
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4
13. This is a picture of a chain saw.

Which worker is most likely to use a chain saw
on tne Job? Put

ma
big X on the Picture of the

worker you choose.

a. fire fighter b. logger C. miner

41
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12. The child in this picture is pulling weeds
In an onion patch.

Pi.4444lit

L.

Which' vOrke s jai Est i.fiket0.7
the task of pul weect'elnlin.ingotf;patvh?
Put a big X on t picture of the Worker you
choose.

a. forest
raver b. gardener cihorse farmer

."' :

e' ee
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\
The worker in this picture is a fire
fighter,

's.k. 10444.1%

ff.

.,
, N41.

Which clilld is dolpg.samething a fire fret':
is most. Ikely. tot 00 on thejoifi Put a "big X.

-.

on the p cture-of4the child your choose.-

b. tvning
s ..1 e bow to

a, feeding a ;-= their c, ing
cat homes safe, w s
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10. The child in this picture is identifying
trees a flowers.

Which work is is most likely to include
the task of identifying trees a flowers? Put
cs big X an the picture .or tim worker YOU
choose.

libdrion c4
a. rest

127
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9. The worker in this picture is a mail carrier.
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dog
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c. stamping
envelopes
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8. Th? child in this picture is telling
mends about nutrition.

t

Which worker's job is most likely to include

the task of telling people (Out nutrition?
Put abgApi t4e picture of the worker YOU

choose:

b. health c. sanitation

Mire fighter clinic worker worker

l

x

129
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7. The worker in this picture is a miner.

ntistli
Which toots.90
oni Ow lite the toot' or.:fqiii
choose.

4

a. 'flashlight b delivery bog C. walkie-tatie
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6. This picture shows some bags of feed.

Mich. worker Es tlikely to use bagS* of feed
on the Job? Put o big,X xsi pictawe of:
worker you 'choose.

a. forest
ranger

b. health c. horse
clinic worker farmer

a
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4. This is a picture of a card catalog.

,* *

9,4

Whictt worker is atitt.iikely to we cord
catalog on the 1.(1)?

Est
big X tea.the

I picture:9f thettericeioorq,choose. .

a, forest
raver b. librat-ian c. logger ,

132
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Thq worker in this picture is a police
officer,

. :
,

-t, :.4OPst.
ta

;

a. gi
direct ont

Ct
lee

.41*

ai..*1t1it

t.I

-*Jive 1,-

f*Caetiiiitti QQ pol lee?0
Pute.g.

tthcchild-yOU cheas

b. picking
uP trash

c.putting.toblis.
on shelves
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2. This picture shows a sanitation worker.

Which. toot:or pi_ece of equiment is a sanitatior
worker.most ,IiKelY to use on-,the.ict? Put gbig X on the picture of the tool or Piece OT
eqUiPMffit YOU choose.

a. binoculars b. gloves co whistle
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3, The child in this picture is pruning shrubs.

I

.
.

th4chtorachltigiirliskiltutlitgrin
the piatire of the worker you choose.%. .-,

.1.

b. horse
a, gardener Tanner

c, mike
officer
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1. The child in this picture is using math
skills to read tiv numbers on a Doyle scale.

.
4,4, . '..

N:44 .1...- ' '''''.- '. . ,1; ; ..:so'. 41- 7!..44,

; el:-
Vii".4 I Ur.'

...nit t./.....,

.111.;4;ArA

at -,#.'

Which worker Is. micsti.likel tpse patti .11.113.-
to read a Doyle scole.on op? Put a ig
X, on the picture or the wo r you choose,

4

a health
clinic worker b. logger ric. carrier
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Student Activities
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One day, the Little Red No mei

scrotshlOo Auld for food t(:,t ay. her

threo-htlion, zht.cks,, .
n

of whist.

*It me olont Wee It AU stels ,,,..

4.6
We an *Oast it. tecoo botio,fros
IL WM a good 41.4; the OW isiikft

Little Pod Rim at tdieit oat to the

rest of her bornVord ccoudtv Ilho°11 hely plant this *ear

"Not I," soId the Rot.

'Not 10* said the Cot.

'Not I," said theinos

The three of them turned over

to snooze,soprmore In the wolofsun,



s .

°Then ! said the

Little-led-Wu And ithe did.

Then she. fed Insr chicks ond put

them to bed;
!"-

mew

the seed. grew into a tall

stalk of wheats

letoill help cut the 'teat?"
called out the Little Red Hen.
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A

At .the top of the Moot stalk was a taro cluster of grain. ,t

9" 4Aile me' 4

- .1141

'Who'll help thresh the wheater tolled out the Little Red Hen.
wrigiciv oixttt. 404'. "

rya

"Not La said the Rota

"Not I," said the Cat.

"Not-I," said the Pig.



tj

14,

Ir

4%4 wa.,44.4.r Men I ',dila! said the, Little

wr:Rat Nene And she did* Tilieni,she-
,

cow

ammePilat

eimpoommImifte

She put oil

take the ta

%

5
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The Little Red Hen kissed

and hugged her4crving chicks, who

had missed her Wills she was at

the will. Then shit called out,

'Who'll help bake the bread?'

"Not 1," said the Rat,

"Not I," said the Cat.

"Not La said the Pig.

"Then said the Little

Red Hen. And she did.



8

She kneaded the dough into a big loaf of bread and put it In the

oven to Mo. When it was nearly done, it began to smell delicious.

The Rat's and Cat's whiskers began ta twitch and the Pig began to grunt

as the smell °roadbed their =es. The Little, Red Hen took the bread

out of the mem' and it walk= to perfection.

Jr*

itheillivelireat the' breadr asked the Little Red Hem

°I will," sold ,tote Rat.

11 will," said the Mt.

"I will," said the Pigs

41100 YOU won't," said the Little

Red' Hen. found it, planted it,

threshed itt took It to the mill,

baked it: aP4 role of you would

help me. eat-It allre!yself."

And she did.A. I
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Cheryl was not allowed to play soccer

the team.

EXPERIENCE: Practice helped improve

her skills.

PEOPLE: A friend told her when Adler
and where to sign up for the

team.

READING: Cheryl had not

read the soccer book

of rules. if

ff

ff

ff
ff

Denise spent too much money on a dinosaur model.

EXPERIENCE: She remembered what a good time she had had the

last time she put together a model.

PEOPLE: She asked her mother to take her to the store to buy the

model.

READING: She didn't read the sale advertisements in the newspaper.

15t
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The Blue Valley folk knew that they could best decide

what to do about their homes at a big village meeting. Since

they would be starting all over again in so many ways, they

wanted to find out the best ways to rebuild their community

so that they could improve-it and make it an even more

walderful place to live. They proared for tin meetirs by

iiiidiTigAmf-as:ImUdit as they could..11NoWlnmil c;,* cald,.:totieed

with People. They remeMbered their own experiences and

7
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Police officers, fireflOters teachers, doctors, nurses,
sanitation workers, md.all the other pule who worked to
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watching tad-
cad; group

The

-1;

folk three things. First

tr-OWing and talking
thinking. At the meeting,

. they reported thevAtttAloy.hrml-gathered. Then they
(trounced Mat their groan valued matst.

Believe it or rot, when the speakers of both groups, as
different as they were: got UP to MVICUrK2 their values, each
group amtaced the same valtos.

./.. Casualty .sborIng of work and play
.

. %....is? , I 1 , _ 1 ,
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4t) take c e

a horse

ref ighter

how

s,

the doctor

uest -ns.

Cut out five cards on vertical and horizontal lines.
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People People

People People

People
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rc Cut out five card. on vertical and horizontal lines.
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Read cbout horse

care In books and

ma= Eves
4.1 ti

Read about how

your body works.

Use the card

catalog.

4o,

:
c

oiti. flys cards on cal, and harinont4 Lines.
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S.

Reading

I.
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Watch the trees

-chance throixti

seasons.
7:4440,0..?,?:**4146,4.4;C":ek,'.:1:

"?.."4.17rrir.,1,1VoKttiliMM0W1:4
B4-ONSA-5
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o.v.

Practice using

it once.

84-1146A-5

Remember what

books you've read

before.

. c.4,

Cut ou five
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Directionsim

Read and 1
demist waking/
att aini lig story.

Miteriels:
included:

Stant
Pictures

ta pe
-

Needed;
4 Tape ,tecorder

1
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My Story
by Johnny Appleseed

Folks have been talking about the for a long ti-- talking and even
writing down the story of my life. Many of these tales are full of silly
inforuitition--iioraa of it Igre..v..4.---making cast to be rtilira ordorful than I
au. I'm writing down these -wards to tell you the story of my in
Northeast*.;

First I.1.1teil ;Tan a. -little about myself . Vut part. 'native Alitericait.
and part white. I like to roam, and I like to feel strong. The way to

do these things is to live and work outdoors. I figured out =Be things

X87

.
-



41441,_
441.1-AV.

It Rased on my values, X decided to be a riabler. One thing a rambler
0,4 -

te an abundance-of free:food: Fruit La * favorite food. Apples

on' a tree `are inviting; their taste is refreshing, I also know°,
L.:decided to set a goal of

I

2

,
ear*t

.ita

f ' .

7 I.
l: a, % , 4. ' A '. ir$ '),11 Mr (.

of ].ele seeds. With sly fiddle l feel `09
.:.., , . .1..;4,- ,.# t

they would be glad to have as !teM-. , eN, before Y9°. knsw..it.;411.-.

pass their way with my fiddle mil seed.. They mould be glad that they fed
these folks would be eating apples and be glad that 'X just to

me and helped me make the Northeast a better place to live in.

.. '-: ..,- t, ,.

lirill4r/31.
4

1

-'7,-4,444,4,.''''' i'..'5' -:tit,wl-ti..;; , , : -,:, li '''' .:.' 4".:' : '..

sl;% a Rge
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The first thing I did was Sk,eris made maps of where I wanted
.

I weht along. That way I could find my way

I planned to plant tipple seeds in every meadow

"'411i',..J11 five years. That way I could see

learn about where. apple ireen

- 4 74-1,1,4

to go. I also made nape as

from one place to another.

I cam6 411:065.

how well my a

grew-beste:

I roamed fiat",toani,,tO

and I slept under theaters,

limemogimpaftA 41.^
A

...

up each mot
,C0t

VV It

set

Wa

,

e and my sack. I planted seeds

them move through the night. I would

.iimaltina.*, I'd walk
C A

k, keep track

11)

}. j°11
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For years I planted,
i o111*Psge "Urfa ddle i

rililittivius3"thirretwelnAlairidair*41410,14s- 0141101P9,44,-44144

4 . and food. As You know, winter -). zbe. tiam when twmit folks are in-
.-- ,:

.

Aunt 41enciagi
a Meta 4'

11h44*.4:tripriteeda
JP" t-` tk* 4 4,''r:*

prcrvided the =etc for that;;..-
I visited, i organized a weekly dance.
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helped children to reed when I stayed in their hams. Every vil-
0240C61604$441F1stos-,-.?Si*VZ14?v1111 01% UL/ea end1 wants

sheltered.

After I. b
progress- Theet

wa trile

Za
21"176a*

winds for its rears, X began to cheakial

taught people the best reejr to grow apples. I shared wy

tired,

onto

think aiiOniie.,

I
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a 'pma ',Anil Neap
your f last 'U p
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Materials:

'ticluded:

Chart
Pi 'Aare!.

*44.ede4:

Seeds or bulbs
Plant growing ms441100
Pe..ei I and paper -

oturiti,
00

r
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1. lentils
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4. beans

tato::._ onions
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SA P CHART
Use Resources:

1. Experience"
2. morn

b i,i EP, Ai ij

'46blaZtitf; 6Time/.

Rana" ,

r. BS

.44
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PLANT CIRRI

I
%At

1;. r -

/1', f, - , -

.4t. Al' '

of plant sweet not atu

Date pi.inted Sept 9

1st sign of growth: roots Sent

s gt1 tif growth: stem; frilm eves I

a:);icar t , .

) 1 1 1
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Directions
Read story.
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Story and
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Can you always tell what kind of work beoPle do by looking o! them?

Coull YOU tell a minekond a doctor Goan if they walked dow.1 the street

together? You think so? Well, once upon a time two friends, Sergio and

Genevieve, found some runny answers to these questions. And they learned

4s.s0.9.4VP, V2:" 1.61'

It all one r9V4 n_July, Sergio was very surPris4d tO
.i.:- rm .,, t gN. ,lw :)','tfq!"Ak4W/PV-71-41.1}11".1.11`. ";604'''g 1 't74*

see Genevieve at his window. She was soakkng wet and she was not weori

4

1,-

it

rtibbers.
r , \

.11'44-44tLkWigZ
. s . " 42.r

NGenevieve why are you out in this pouring rain?"

"Why notr.she answered. °Come on. It's cool out here and win cars~''''`.

make believe we're brave explorers. Host everyone else is staying inside

today."

Sergio thought* "It is hot.. I am bored here in the house. Bead,*

if we pretend that we're explorers, we may have an adventure." He decided

to Join Genevieve. They walked and felt the good cool rain on tneir heads

and on their backs. They noticed people, some driving by in cars., others

walking quickly under umbrellas.

"They sure are in a hurry to get to work.41

1.7

44

"Work** said Sergio. "Do YOU ever wonder what all their different

are like'? 'Sometime§ itibnder what It's like to be a librarian having

so mow good
....A mil ,hds *imem a nnlira nfflePr kepnina the

wwfta UIVU4S1.41 U44 41.6414
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"I think about working with animals or logging or being a farmer. I

like to be outdoors and besides, my family always works on the land)" said

Genevieve proudly,

"Oh look," Sergio called to his friend. "I've never noticed that

cave before, have you?" 1

"I don t pink sos, Let's go in and pretend we're miners exploring at

new gallery." ,

The. cave wasn't very big, and both children climes out the other

before they 4iF

"Look! There's a police officer in uniform, but he is working in that

garden pruning bushes," said Genevieve.

"And there's a doctor, but she's chopping down a tree!"

"maybe they just don't have the right clothes to wear."

"Look," said Sergio. "Let's flask the man wearing overalls. He I

like a farmer, but he's directing traffic."

"Hey, farmer," called Genevieve.

"me? pm no farmer today. Today I'm Herb the traffic cop.k

"You look like a farmer," said Sergio.

"Well, can you tell us where we are and why it's not raining?" asked

Genevieve. -"And why Is every one -dressed so funny for work?"
_.,.;-.

,
.0,__.. 0 , . . V , .

And then, a miner wearing- 0 hat wiillo faip on ii took a letter from

said. smiling. "You kids comes too. We have

mall suck she carried and gave it to the farmer-traffic cop. "Annual work

change ball coming up," she
.4i...,::

.
,-,4,; ..r- A *t

I{ , .;
L ' ,

....
I 4eL.

4 "
.' .2!i'r* A 7?: .,,

ihier the,trucIG we!te.siire to;
.,.%.:,t,z.:is. ,:t.voei.. ..-.....- 1? t::0,4/0
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Sergio and Genevieve looked at each other. They looked at the garbage

truck that rattled noisily down the road. Behind it rose a cloud of dust.

°Cattle! A cattle stampede!" yelled Genevieve.

"They must be awful hungry," sold Sergio. The truck stowed at the

first garbage cans and the cows Just got closer and clOser to the garbage
-4

collector, who hopped out of the cc*, or front port at. the trirko

c..

"Lilly,, Bess,

called badly.

Banes, Sassy, back, tockl col

"Go. home! Louis the forest ranger

4'44.ktifiklot
Ktitig garaageitacty,"

Wu.

MOODDI'llAAANO.;:=01",poisiinedthepaisilqiwiew.; , , .... ,.,.. .4 - '" s, ,v-- -.. --e- . .
..

. ...c.

. 1 .

"1111 bet she's a dairy farmer in disguise' Gen," SafOrItna,

fiEversritiAt hap in," said the mGIl carrier who woreisiiier*s.clathing,

or was she a miner acting like a mall carrier? "Let's go to the Workers'

Ball."

All the workers that Genevieve and Serino had met that day piled Into

the cub. It was a little too crowded, but soon they arrived at the ballroom.

Everyone there seemed to be busy and having a mod time. The two friends

stood at the back of the room and watched Jugglers dressed Ilke waiters

drop balls onto the floor. They heard musicians dressed in farm overalls

toot and groan frightfully.

"Oh, my," said Genevieve," this Is a noisy party."

Dancers fell to the ground, looking very Clussy n They were dtessed

like truck drivers. Sergio giggled a lot. Suddenly a big fire engine

-1
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"News report,' The oartyrstopped and all the people gathered closer to

iisten as he read.

°

The results are our experiment shows

Many people made-goofs at the jobs they chose.

Wedve 01 been trained to do things well.

But when we changed jobs, Work quality fell.

A lot of Amt wron4
sbriturtieri6wirneetio:anethi'iovis got no hay.

The
Mao rIPPW9.(11*, MW m

Flualtly...a" fire. ige&per for*" Java
/ad Jay *ars Ant t if off-key spng.

11114:164001441,14461 lioinetone . from waky in the bail*
is that doing a job well takes practice and knack."
Do be careful eml'beware;
Wore dein§ soPethingi _it's, best to prepare.
We all have talent and plenty of skill.

Many of us can do saw jiths well,

But nothing takes the place of experience and training.

And then the voice stopped and it was raining.

N,P4

'ft sure was rGlning. Gen and Sergio sat UP in the cave rubbing their

heads, wondering where that town had disappeared to. The rain falling on

the rocks above and around them mode a soft sound.

"I guess for explorers we're not very well prepared," said Genevieve,

looking at her wet clothing. "Pm cold, and 'ae forgot to bring food."

"We should remember what re learned today. It seems almost like

mag;c or some kind of p4."
"You're still rhyming," laughed Genevieve. "You should dress like a

poet."

.4 4-ifirellotite611 ed:Sergipi The fri
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We alI lend a helping hand to

communities safe, healthy, and pleasant

ye 1n Many cat us help community

1 21j



ef
We police officers help people to obey the

laws made by the communities we live in. This

way we prevent crimes, stopping them before

they happen. We also direct traffic, give

directions to people who ask us, and work on

special rescue missions. Our work is f;ome-

times dangerous, but we help others to feel

safe. We are always ready to lend a

hand.

2

Irrr 11;',



I'm a sanitation worker. When you

see us collecting garbage, think about how

we protect your whole community from sick-

We get rid of garbage waste in a safe
4

way before it can become unhealthy.



Everyone needs to find out things.

We librarians help people get information

from books, tapes, and films. Sometimes

we leave the library and brine books to

people in different communities in a van

called a bookmobile. Sometimes we read to

children. We think that it is imObrtant

that people know how to use books to

learn about things.

4



A f]Lf. fi.01tex'!; jo!) 17: to k PkoPL"

safe from I'f'fy We vi5;it whota:; and corn-

munity cc7ntert; to tel.), people about fire

prevention. When we hear the fire alarm,

we hurry to the scene of the fire. We must

all cooperate whil, workIng. We !;(11,f-, lives

each day. Can you name thre wttysi to

prevent fires in your hz4ile?

5
)



We doctors, nurses, and aides working

in health clinics serve many pe pie cach day.

We keep sickness from spreading, and w take

care of people who been hurt. At a

clinic, many people who need help can be

served at one time becaus.- so :!Any tit us

wotx, as a team.

6
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We public service workers are proud

to be involved with our communities. We

work so that the people we serve can live

better and make the most of community

life. a-

7 217
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Who is your favorite
Public Service Worker ?

2i
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Assemble wheels (circles) so that largest is
on bottom, middle size is second, and smallest
is on top. Put brass paper fastener through
centers of wheels.

22l
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Logger

We want to hear about the work you do.

Logger, what's it like for you?

Well, some trees are good for books and boats.

And some are good fcr lots more.
I pick the trees that are best for our use
And I cut them with a big chain sawr.

But le it safe?
I always wear a hard hat, and steel -toed boots,

And heavy gloves, and a Jacket.
Sometimes I even wooriaizOsi"-in-wry'17:ears-v
To protect them from the racket.

-w r
The saw is loudl

T measiure e
To see how many feat of board I took:
Then my buddies and I drag them down to the river

With a skidder and a hook.

Librarian

We want to hear about the work you do.

Librarian, what's it like for you?

Well, first I'll tell you, it's not how it looks.

It's tapes and films, much more than books.

They're in the card catalog"

I know how these things are filed.

I'll find anything you need.

Anything?

Anything you want, and if we don't have it,

Another library will send it, quick like a rabbit.

I read stugestoohildrensvery.day at three.

I bring Woks to people in this' whole county

On the bookmobile.

The bookmobile?

The bookmobile.
Xveryone can learn so much from reading.
It's, 00,important,.that's why we plead:13*g

,- 1YlSR - ta-**,

;,

24
r",' ".1. 111 !WW1 .41r *IPF"Milor".4 r""r4 r .1 Oft



Horse Farmer

We want to hear aboutethe work you do.

Horse farmer, what's it like for you?

Horses like to eat at the same time each day,

So I'm out every morning with their grain and hay.

I check for worms, and I brush their coats.

And when I'm finished grooming, I give 'em their oats.
4.

What slakes a horr.c real healthy,

Nell, they like to be ridden by someone whaknowv;

6Wiicalusetwb0r8141*a7kaolor.-
calukeep.. you on your, =

The need rest, and alfalfa, and a running striate
pt .11,AimmunumweammossmimitAmealAbirsty,

Ana thowater keeps them clean.

I

e les clean too* taP4*44;,

That°, sioadangi
They bring us good money when we take 'ern to shows.

You dam always tell the best ones
When you line them up in rows.

Garbage Collector

We want to hear about the work you do.
Garbage collector, what's it like for you?

Well, I ride in a truck, and I jump out too.
'1'collect all the gprbage that comes Troia you

Ain't it dirty?

Well it's dirty enough, but I wear these glovew
TO protect my hand* from dirt and cuts.

-,'': neP. is It healthy?
..,. , ,,..! t, 4: :4 .

4?L',:7; 7W.,:c. ' '74. i. c ''" "a A7 ..t,'..

41iiiiiii4410'

AMMMe.y itight likii ovate the', liviii0;:. ,

It Woad to be thitit:**7# '''llitirestlitinplatity oe ii .:.'i4

But with modern sanitation, we've cut doin on disease.

40:

r irr rmr rram r ^ TIM "'""
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Coal Miner

We want to hear about the work you do.
Coal miner, what's it like for you?

Getting coal and ore can be quite a fight.
The lamp on my hat is the only light.

I

what if you get lost?
000°.

Once I've entered on the tramp-car I use a walkie-talkie,

.And I_Irrork..witb.the bangIliss.11ery* ,,,,- ,,
.. ..-

Ifou°ve got it
And life 't
Then someone

KAR00141 I

Se.isskes -it explode.

We fill hundreds of buggies full of coal 'in a day.
That's energt46 your tQwn right away.

Fire Fighter

We want to hear about the work you do.
Fire fighter, what's it like for you?

When I hear about a fire, I put on special clothes.

I bring an oxygen mask, and a ladder, and a hose.
I may have to use an axe or a saw.
Gomatimes I break open a window or a door.

We use our walkie-talkies when voices aren't

enough.
We work as a team, and we sure are tough.

A team?

Oh, yeahl
always work together. We never work alone.

o if you have a fire, just call us on the phone.

jpin the phone?
ib .* .4er raiiii"4. 'ear * 'f*ra alarm Lox, 11.:.-"A.

4AtOtiagiiiititaitattery you ClatiVentliivitter tritrz;Er

!Al cone with our -oqiitleerit.*. Wyou.

.1



Forest Ranger

1 We want to hear aboukthe work you do.

Forest ranger, whatrikit like for you?

I protect the forest from fires and pollution.

Planting trees is one good solution.

I put out fires with water and dirt,

And I paint any trees that have been hurt.

lreahl harks -like a bandaga
I build walls of rock to keep land in place.

:lroubmmiwo,the forest's biggest army is,. the human race.
T

aT

Smokey the bear, Smokey the bear,
lin" and a-growlin' and-a-sniffin' the air._

Sow 1 ask this question of me and of you:

Tell me folks, what can we do?

Learn not to burn!

Doctor in the Clinic

We want to hear about the work you do.

Doctor in the clinic, what's it like for you?

I work in a Oinic. That means anyone can come,

Whether they are rich or poor.

I check babies and their parents, real old

people, too.
No one is shut out of the door.

All kinds of people! And lots of doctors and

nurses, toot

We check hearts and lungs. I give first aid and

shots.
It takes skill and training, lots and lots.

We help peoplevdemids..rom the best things to eat.

.:10eIkelp plogalsKistmr,b1014itig.20414
their hir.ade to

their

Nov you' ye beard about the .,pork we do.

Tell us, young ones, what's right for you?

",
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like rakes, sPodest hoess, soil tere, mowers, fertilisers, and

insecticides, gardeners make the outdoor areas they work on as beautiful and

as healthy.** possible.

04 ^

MUM Auvortaute'oure born.. Thskuse pailsfi.leaddles;

,a smd storage bins in their.work. They make sure the horses

get .the right' teed, medical care, exercise, and grooming. Because horses

need a lot of space to run, horse farms usually cover many acres of land.

Fire, fighters wear special uniforms that are fireproof. They use hoses to

put out fires.. They may also use axes when they are rescuing people from

burning buildings. Fire fighters also help prevent fires by teaching people

how to keep their hoses and businesses safe from fires. At the fire station,

they work at keeping their fire fighting equipment in good condition. Roses,

flossiest axes, buckets, ladders, and fire trucks must be ready to use as soon

as 01111 fire alarm goes off.

Pollee officers usually wear uniforms and badges. They use whistles when

thq? ars directing traffke, sometimes they use handcuffs when they arrest

people and take then to the police station. Police officers also work in

their care: on motorcycles, and on the street to protect and help people.

SamsolUMwtxm4U and equipment police officers use are walkie-talkies, guns,

and flashilt4hts:

At.the poet offiuirir they pict up their
&drive. ears or trucks to+ deliver the

also% tits man
.evet 9ffictsk for them.RC.. 10-,

lk 10;4.14,91-

'Health c .
tis 4filimP they help 'take care of

people who came to-the clinic. When they'give checkups, they use etetheegoess

to listen to sounds inside people's bodies. They use bandages on people who

need them. They keep charts, or records, on every person who comes to the

clihic. On the charts, health clinic workers write down the date the people

come, why they come, and whet =nom= or edvicdA the doctor gives them.

Health clinic workers can tell people what foods and exercises car help them

keep won.

I
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Use scissors to cut out two puppets, then cut ,mt twf.

on vertical and horizontal lines.
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;1< Use scls!iors to cut out puppPts.
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Miners also wear steel-toed boots and hard hats for protection when they war

Because it is so dark inside mounts ina and under9rpund where they work, their

Ants have lamps on them. They also Use another kintkof light, a safety lam,

to warn then of *bleakdamp,5 air that does net have enough oxygen in it.

liiiiire 'lip use walkiefttalkies to atm in touch with workers in,otber parts

Of the Mime. Other tools miner* Use are special drills,,dyismite, hammersi

Chisels, shovels, and buggies to get ore out of the'sinei and up to the

earth's surface.

Librarians do more than check out books and remind people to return them.

In the 6ard catalogs,
books,

,* they keep up-to-date records of all the booke

magazines, films, record'', and tapes that are in the library[. They teach

people to use the card catalogs so they can find things quickly for themselves.

Parent rangers manage and protect wildlife and vegetation in state and

national preserves. They also take care of campgrounds and recreation areas

inastate and national parks. ,Pram lookout towez:s, forest rangers can see lonirvt-

Aietenceit° end, with binoculars, they can easily identify problems, espec.1411y

"fires, and take necessary steps to 'stop them. Maps and walkie-talkie's are.
also important tools for forest rangers.

J.

Sanitation workers usually wear gloves to protect their hands. They use

trucks to take trash away from streets and put it where it can be

ookf in a safe and healthy manner., in some cities, they also clean

tae with special street sweeping machines.

44.4.41,
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Once the re wps a girl named Susie. She wasn't tall;

stle wasn't shorts She wasn't fat! she wasn't thin, she

was just In theAmtddle.

,44uslehad-magy4fiends,

frlendsllwert0

are different-

Aba,. thmot Zel

shorter than others. Some people hear better than others.

cnd some people see better than ',thers. Sive thought

evervOftn maim Iiizt like her

One day Susie said to herself. "I will build a

secret club house that all MY friends can play In" la

she mode the dub house. It was just the right height and

the right width for her to fit inside.

Ste drew MOPS for each of her friends, so tney

could find the club house. use my own two feet to

measure the distance from my house to the club house,"

said Susie. So when she made her mmso she counted the

number of steps It took her to get to the club house.

When Susie finished making her maps. along came

her 4est frlaradi

bOtatje ik

gloss :f i re

#crt Ste ,was, the s .slze "uslew!,

1/4, even'Avith the -spec)kal.

sold Susie. lit wIll-



2

show you the way to the club house." Steve took the map

and tried very hard to rmad.it as he walked into the w9ods.

Next came Jane, Now Jane was a very tiny girl.

She, coulart tcke
:

iteps becausfshe. hod very ottortd;.-.4
PA "

Is *C. '10awn Lleg5Alk_ °J$1S,

'f u to-r e
.

-11,4i 4" A14

I

I

.

footsteps on Susletsqlloir -24:44
101.0.1

soon,* said Susie. "I'm going to wait for SandY and

Next came Smidli. Sandy was very tall: her legs

were much ice r"' than SUS1Pfs, Susie awe Sandy a MOD

Just like th6 ones she d glien Jane and Steve. "Now you

follow this map. ipll t youjaters after Bob comes...,,

Sandy took the map and went off into the woods.

Finally Bob's mom dropped him off in front of

u---
4U44C 4 HUUbCs DUU

"."r

used a wheelchair
to

get around, since

he had lost the use of his legs when he was a small.thilA31.

I!hen &rate ran over to give Bab a moo and tell him about

the club house,

to use.the moK

to the club house .

lized that le mould neverl be tole

she thoUghtA Neill go together



3

Sandy may never findikhe club house. Jane's steps are

smaller than yours, and Sandy's stePs.are largeWt

Susie was silent,. Bob was right, Jane's and

AKItsytePS would nal

411q14404xtheicitto.house?

tsteps on

Before4ong, Sustel

near a tree looking lost.

tiersvAlim-pauld
$

"ur miwia he
said, "The writing Is too smoll.'for40:-'

A little further UD the path stood Jane. "Susie,"

she said, walked the number of steps that your says

to walk.. but 1 don't see the4clUb-house.° Jane and-Steve

followed Susie and Bob to the club house.

Sandy was standing outside the club house door.

"Not ie unto:- mnn wrAnn I cnn't fIt 5sId0MW10 /10.10Vemv wwwalwir ar

the doorway of your club house! It's much too short for

re,"

"And I'll never get),thls wilee)chair through there**

sold Bob.

"There are no windows,' said Steve. "I won't be

able, to see- p '1/4*

c es ..?

41,_.% 'Mt

'orlafjPd bet

pup* Cliff -C111) hoia

aye



4

All Susie's friends went home., Susie felt bad,

but the knew how to correct her mistake. Since everyone

was not just like her, she would have to take everyone's

differences Inta,account beforeshe-made a new club -house

,Old liWIZAntilhiw n,114t,er .24600°4.: "en:400.6"V*,, 7" ":74°

mFgritarts4stle,iiads'or kase a-Peter gick to
mensurelhe distance from -ter house` to the club ha eat.*

.1

4$11,

1;....4 -4,
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on the
2. Make your own X.D. aard.

Materials:fr.;
.

incliatik4;
PlaP
SLID.

Seededi
Oak 'tag
Sciespra
Pen

, Atom
t";_f

ti a

,.4.;:ir

,11,
a'

:2 06
.,4*. 0141 iN kbl'"r
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NAME__J1MMYRAY_

ADDRESS 7 PINE HILL ROAD

TOWN/CITY ELMONT

TELEPHONE 321-3345_

AGE 20

SCHOOL BUS 13

NAME_

ADDRESS I ELM STREET

TOWN/CITY__ELMONT

TELEPHONE 311-7202

AGE 10

SCHOOL SUS- 13------

NAME CINDY WOODS

ADDRESS 4 OAK STREET

TOWN/CITY ELMONT

TELEPHONE 321-0570

AGE 1 I ------

SCHOOL SUS 21

=mnriromor

r
NAME HENRY SMITH

ADDRESS _9 MAPLE LANE

TOWN/CITY ELMONT

TELEPHONE311L0191_____

AGE

SCHOOL. BUS 23

J

NAME JANE DODD

ADDRESS fi OAK STREET

TOWN/CITY__ELMONT

TELEPHONE 32I - ®A22

AGE 12

SCHOOL SUS 11

Cut out five cards on vertical and horizontal lines.

Tar ".1



My I.D. to helps me feel

safe. It's easy to get

help when I wear It.

1 got lost in the city and

a police officer he nm

by calling my home.

B4-SA-2 B4-SA-2

Once I got lost in a When I went exploring in

department store. A sales the woods and got lost/

clerk helped me find my an old woman showed me the

mother. way home.

ELI-SA-2

B4-SA-2

uiie duy I rode the bus

Into town all by myself.

I got off at the wrong

stOp.

B4-SA-2
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Directionst
1 Rossi story.
2 D flashlig1W+

inside
ee

Oat haniay
3. Use pipe clenner0r:

foodei 44 the bontitil:
hand or foot. ..hr

materials s

included:
Story
Pictures

Beetled*
Fleshi teat
Pipe cleaners

A



There are more than 200
bones inside my whole
body. I can feel
some of them under

.my skin. They

L.RUPPOINV6-
body and
are
connected

tv14°V:-
1.,

JOI

ts.

-Using the bones in my hand,
I can pick up things with
any fingers, scratch my
head, make a fist, and do

lots of other things.

Using the bon e,. in my ft....ct

and legs, I can walk.

wiaa...t1/4?

"a.
14'

1S;),

t* "41 .

17:4 g ,

Aell

.

r
....

:if I, Li' 4.; ,

6...111W , - e
*Ike. rl/it.

27



blood
goes

thecovit.

little

mV

These tube.s
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1

the Nature Parade

It was a hot summer day, and I felt bored. !here was nothing

to do at home except get and hotter and more pored. I didn't want

to be just sitting, watching ants and birds: but I was lonely so

I didn't want to do anything if I had to do it by myself. I sure

did feel lonely, and being bored Made me feel lazy.

I got so bored and lazy, I fell asleep. I had a good dream.

I dreamed 1 was in a parade. 1 like to watch ants and birds some-

times, but I like watching a parade even more. I like the sound

marching to a steady beat, the music that people play as they march,

and the colorful costumes they wear. Dreaming about being part of a

being part of a parade made me feel very happy.
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2

When I woi:e uP. I said to myself, "There can be a nature parade

right nere, and I can help make it."

First I decided to round up all the younger kids. They were

eager to gather things that we would need to make ourselves look

like oirds or trees or animal or flowers/ or whatever we wanted.

Soon we had collected feathers from the chicken coon and branches

and leaves from the orchards.

Molly and James brought paper. We colored it by the pond,

using pokeberry juice and-the clay mud of Lhe bank. We even

painted our faces. We looked funny and wild. We were having a

good time, and I wasn't feeling lonely.

We had made our costumes. All we needed then was some music.

Molly found some bottles and spoons at the old dump, and we

collected all sorts of good sounding things--like old animal

jawbones that sounded neat when we dragged sticks across the teeth.
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We hnd o real hand. We were laughing and singing, pretending

to be all sorts of animals, with our paper disgulses and our

branches and leaves and our Painted faces.
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